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Complete Flow Control Solutions
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Flow Control Solu ons Ltd supply a
comprehensive range of high quality
products from the industry’s leading
manufacturers.
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As a company, we have extensive knowledge of
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the process market place and believe our product
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range along with the additional technical support
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gives our customer's confidence in selecting any
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“I am astonished by the capabilies of this system. Within one week of implementaon it
helped us get a Grade 1 Quality Audit from a major customer“ Mike Walshe —Director
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The challenge - better system, better processes
Flow Control Solutions Ltd recognised the need to
make a step change to cope with their business
requirements and ambitions.

Having outgrown

Sage50 the focus was on improved capacity,
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◊ Full ordering cycle from sales order to purchase

order, stock control, delivery and invoicing.
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◊ Serial number tracking throughout.

robustness and functionality.

◊ Full pricing, margin checks and authorisations.

The Sage ERP Accpac Commercials Suite fulfilled

◊ Document
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all this and more.

The bonus was that it also

contains most of the capabilities of an industry

attachments

on

all

transactions

including sales orders, purchase orders and
deliveries.

specific system but at a fraction of the cost.
◊ Clear and accurate financials with Cost of Goods

Along with the genuinely integrated Document
Management System it was a winner all round.
A complex but well managed implementation
resulted in a smooth migration to a system that
includes:

Sage Business Partner
Plan-It Business Systems
41 Blackburn Street
Radcliffe
Manchester
M26 1NR
0161 723 0999
www.planitbs.co.uk
sales@planitbs.co.uk

Sold and stock Balance Sheet values.
◊ Drill-down visibility of what’s due out and in on

sales and purchase orders.
◊ Robust technically recognised architecture using

industry standard Microsoft SQL database.
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